Abstract
In our country, with the “Occupational Health and Safety Law” (Law #:6331), some rights and responsibilities have been given and made compulsory for employers and employees to ensure and improve the occupational health and safety in the workplaces. Landscape architecture, country, region and local scales, in the process of spatial production of the structure and environment of natural and cultural assets, planning / design, implementation and management concepts in a systematic structure examining art, science, engineering, ecological and technology area design, planning, bringing together is a professional discipline dealing with its implementation and management. In this context, there are directly related professions include landscape architect, landscape technician and landscape gardener. Within the profession of landscape architecture a-Project (Office) activities b-Application (construction site, nursery, factory and facilities, etc.) c) Management activities in 3 different dimensions of occupational safety and health activities are experienced. In this study, occupational health and safety measures and recommendations have been introduced for professional activities.
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